Autumn 2022 – EYFS/Y1

Whole

‘Think of Fairy Tales as blueprints for life. The beauty of
them is that their analogies resonate deeply, and they
entertain while they teach. If you want your children to
be intelligent, read them fairy tales. If you want them to
be more intelligent, read them more fairy tales…’

Albert Einstein
As language specialists…

As mathematicians we will…

Scripts, fairy tales and drama will be at the heart of our half term. Our planned unit of work on traditional tales maps out whole school progression
and takes children from the earliest phases of hearing, retelling and acting out the tales and rhymes we know and love, to our oldest children who
explore twisted plots and wilder versions from other cultures. Pupils will become experts when it comes to comprehending and constructing narratives
in this genre and will script familiar plots and be cast as well-known characters. Drama is at the fore as we learn rhymes and scripts by heart and hear
language come to life through performance. Vocabulary and oracy are key as we retell tales and perform with enthusiasm and expression.
Children will all continue to work on age related grammar, spelling, sentence level work and phonics to improve the reading and writing elements of
their curriculum. Writing for a purpose continues to be key to boost enthusiasm and bring the elements of the English curriculum together. There are
plenty of fairy tale characters who can help us with this!

Continue to study individual year group curriculums. Focussed learning objectives
will include

Problem solving and themed investigations will find a fairy tale context and will
immerse children in practical investigations. The book Too Many Pigs and One Big
Bad Wolf by David Cali will also open up some cunning thinking.

Across the curriculum

As historians we will

As expressive artists
We will be working together to create a Willow Brook nativity production. Alongside drama, our creative skills in music and
dance will progress as we work cooperatively towards a quality performance. Story Illustration will be at the heart of artwork
and imagination will enable children to paint and craft to bring character and plot to life.
As musicians
Key stage 1 will be immersed in the rhythm and rhyme of traditional poems and fairy tales. The children will also be working
towards a nativity production. Seasonal carols and songs will add to their experience and provide a platform to feel the joy of
delivering a polished performance to a live audience! Extra-curricular opportunities continue to provide opportunities for
individual and group tuition.
As computer specialists
Pupils will use the internet to explore and hear traditional tales as well as learning simple techniques to produce and
manipulate illustrations for their stories on touch screens using familiar software.
As theologians and thinkers
We will explore the traditional stories that form the basis of different faiths. We will understand how parables and stories
with morals underpin and strengthen human understanding. There will be opportunities to explore, celebrate and reflect on
the Christian seasons of Advent and Christmas and comparing festivities with those of other faiths.
In P.S.H.E. pupils will be looking at healthy relationships and understanding how to play and work co-operatively.
As fitness experts
We will focus on dance and movement to music as the children explore rhythm and balance. Children will continue to engage
in playground games and multi-skills, putting their prior learning into practice and refining their tactics.

continue to unpack the autumn term themes and learn how to find and interpret history from pictures and
different sources. Understanding how traditions and stories (particularly around Christmas) are passed
down through families helps young children to grasp changes within living memory. Parents and
Grandparents will be key in providing anecdotal evidence and building an understanding of consistency
and change over recent years.
‘Children should study changes within living memory. Where appropriate, these should be used to reveal
aspects of change in national life’

As geographers we will

As scientists and designers

As an introduction to next half term’s
geography focus, children will ‘use maps,
atlases… learn directional and locational
language, devise simple maps and construct
simple keys.’ They will describe ‘key human
features, including city, town, village,
factory, farm, house, office, port, harbour
and shop’ to establish the foundation to aid
progression in the spring term.

Each year group will complete individual studies
according to their curriculum. Practical investigations
will take on Fairy Tales themes and characters and
plots will provide opportunities to observe, test and
record key thinking. Similarly, Happy Valley provides a
perfect backdrop for product design. From the menu
of the Porridge Pot to a house made of gingerbread,
bricks or sticks, there are lots of crime scenes for
undercover detective, Jack Spratt, to inspect!

Knowledge of the World

Citizenship

Every nation brings their children up on traditional stories and rhymes. As Einstein said, through fairy
tales, children learn to make sense of language and the world in which they live. Our work will include
traditional tales from other cultures and we will see how they compare and contrast with our own.
Presumably, children the world over need to learn the same lessons…

Modern day life changes and challenges the language and acceptability of fairy tales. Women no longer
need rescuing by handsome princes and stepmothers would quite rightly be offended by the ‘wicked’
prefix so often seen in fairy stories. We aim to ensure that our youngest children understand equality
and the unique potential of each individual.

Books that we recommend to support learning in Key Stage 1 this half term
The list of books that bring a fairy tale word to life is endless. In class, the children in EYFS, Year 1 and Year 2 will be meeting Hansel and Gretel, Gingerbread Men, Elves and
Shoemakers, The Three Little Pigs (or the ‘Three Javelinas’ in Year 2!) bears, billy goats, beanstalks and wolves. As well as re-reading familiar stories, playing with story plots,
muddling characters and perhaps losing the ‘happily ever after’

Autumn 2022 Y2 – 6
‘Think of Fairy Tales as blueprints for life. The beauty of
them is that their analogies resonate deeply, and they
entertain while they teach. If you want your children to
be intelligent, read them fairy tales. If you want them to
be more intelligent, read them more fairy tales…’

Albert Einstein
As language specialists…

As mathematicians we will…

Scripts, fairy tales and drama will be at the heart of our half term. Our planned unit of work on traditional tales maps out whole school progression
and takes children from the earliest phases of hearing, retelling and acting out familiar story lines and chanting the rhymes we know and love, to our
oldest children who explore twisted plots and wilder versions from other cultures. Pupils will become experts when it comes to comprehending and
constructing narratives in this genre and will script character dialogue and be cast as well-known characters. Drama comes to the fore as we learn
poems and scripts by heart and hear language come to life through performance. Vocabulary and oracy are key as we retell tales and perform with
enthusiasm and volume. Children will all continue to work on age related grammar, spelling, sentence level work and phonics to improve the reading
and writing elements of the year group’s objectives. Writing for a purpose continues to be key to boost enthusiasm and bring the elements of the
English curriculum together. There are plenty of fairy tale characters who can help us with this!

continue to study individual year group curriculums. In Year X this will include

Problem solving and themed investigations will be capture in fairy tale stories.
Pupils will be immersed in contexts that will allow them to see maths in action.
From the Porridge Pot Café to the counting and grouping of Little Bo Peep’s
sheep, calculations and numbers are everywhere in Happy Valley!

Across the curriculum

As historians we will

As expressive artists
We will be working together to create a Willow Brook production. Alongside drama, our creative skills in music and dance will
progress as we work cooperatively towards a quality performance. Story illustration will be at the heart of artwork and
imagination will enable children to bring character and plot to life.
As musicians
Key stage 1 will be immersed in the rhythm and rhyme of traditional poems and fairy tales. The children will also be working
towards a nativity production. Seasonal carols and songs will add to their experience and provide a platform to feel the joy of
delivering a polished performance to a live audience! Extra-curricular opportunities continue to provide opportunities for
individual and group tuition.
As computer specialists
Pupils will use the internet to explore and hear traditional tales as well as learning simple techniques to produce and
manipulate illustrations and text for their stories on touch screens using familiar software.
As theologians and thinkers
We will explore the traditional stories that form the basis of different faiths. We will understand how parables and stories
with morals underpin and strengthen human understanding. There will be opportunities to explore, celebrate and reflect on
the Christian seasons of Advent and Christmas and comparing festivities with those of other faiths.
In P.S.H.E. pupils will be exploring respect (including self-respect) and how behaviour and prejudice affects others.
As fitness experts
We will focus on dance and movement to music as the children explore rhythm and performance. Indoor team games will be
teaching the children about attack and defence, spatial awareness and competition.

continue to unpack the autumn term goals looking at key historical periods, world timelines and the
sources that provide evidence and information. Dipping into the fairy tale world, children will also
understand the relevance of folklore and traditional tales, and why storytelling was so important in a
community.
‘Know and understand our history as a coherent, chronological narrative, from the earliest times to the
present day: how people’s lives have shaped this nation and how Britain has influenced and been
influenced by the wider world’…

As geographers we will

As scientists and designers

As an introduction to next half term’s
geography focus, children will ‘use maps,
atlases, globes and digital/computer
mapping to describe features studied. They
will use the eight points of a compass, four
and six-figure grid references, symbols and
key (including the use of Ordnance Survey
maps) to build their knowledge’ to establish
the foundation to aid rapid progression in
the spring term.

Each year group will complete individual studies
according to their curriculum.
Practical investigations will take on Fairy Tales themes
characters and plots provide opportunities to observe,
test and record key thinking. Similarly, Happy Valley
provides a perfect backdrop for product design. From
the menu of the Porridge Pot to a house made of
gingerbread, bricks or sticks, there are lots of crime
scenes for undercover detective, Jack Spratt, to
inspect!

Knowledge of the World

Citizenship

Every nation brings their children up on traditional stories and rhymes. As Albert Einstein said, through
fairy tales children ‘learn to make sense of language and the world in which they live’. Our work will
include traditional stories from other cultures and we will see how they compare and contrast with our
own. Presumably, children the world over need to learn the same lessons…

Modern day life challenges the language and acceptability of fairy tales. Women no longer need
rescuing by handsome princes and stepmothers would quite rightly be offended by the ‘wicked’ prefix
so often seen in stories of old. Does this make those familiar childhood stories unacceptable? And what
would happen if we twisted the usual storylines to make everything more politically correct?

Books that we recommend to support learning in Key Stage 2 this half term
The list of books that bring a fairy tale word to life is endless. In class, the children in Years 3, 4, 5 and 6 will be meeting alternative versions of Jack and the Beanstalk,
Pinnochio, Rumplestiltskin and some will meet the Snow White from New York. Having a sound knowledge of traditional tales enables children to find joy in new versions and
challenge their world by twisting plots and finding an alternative ‘happy ever after’.

1) Tie the work into the familiar – Neverland. By comparing to a familiar OS map (Keyworth?), find the map features.

2) Pick a new kingdom based on a fairy tale and map the area.
3) Add points of interest, locality and key.

Aladdin’s Caves
Jack and the Beanstalk (The Giant’s Kingdom)
Oz
Alice’s Wonderland
Neverland
Snow White’s Enchanted Forest

Understand how this serves as an introduction to your next half term’s objectives.
Introduce new geography vocabulary NOW so that you can embed it next half term

In this clever counting book, the big bad wolf doesn’t want to tell a long story. He wants to get to the eating part. But
the reader has other ideas. From a pig soccer team to a pig for every letter of the alphabet to 101 pigs in an animated
movie, the stories get more and more fantastical . . . but they’re always too short and they ALL end the same way.
Using an abacus as the basis for her illustrations, Marianna creates beguiling little pigs and a menacing but slightly
bored wolf that perfectly complement the inventive story by Davide Cali. Come for the counting, stay for the
storytelling! This book has it all.

